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Events at the solar surface likely reflect those in the interior of the Sun. In addition to the wellknown solar neutrino puzzle [1], however, the model of a hydrogen-filled Sun [2] does not
explain solar magnetic fields and eruptions [3], primordial variations in elements and isotopes
linked across planetary distances [4], nor the annual outpouring of 3 x 1043 H atoms [5] from
the solar surface. Outer regions of the planetary system are rich in light elements (H, He, C).
The inner region is rich in heavier elements (Fe, S, Si). Isotope ratios of yet heavier elements
(Te, Xe, Ba) in meteorite inclusions of C are unlike those in FeS inclusions [6]. These
differences are repeated in the atmospheres of Jupiter [7] and Mars [6]. These regions never
mixed: They are outer and inner regions of the supernova [8] that produced the solar system ≈ 5
Gy ago [9]. Terrestrial planets accreted heterogeneously [10]. The iron cores formed first and
then acted as accretion sites for silicates that formed further from the Sun. The iron-rich Sun
[11] accreted on the collapsed SN core. Its magnetic fields are deep-seated remnants from the
core and/or a rotating, superfluid, superconductor made by Bose-Einstein condensation of
material around the core [12]. Neutron-emission from the core [13] triggers a series of reactions
that produce solar luminosity, the carrier gas for solar mass separation, and the outflow of H
from the solar surface:
1. Neutron emission from the solar core
<01n >  01n + ~ 10-22 MeV
2. Neutron decay or capture
1
1 +
0 n  1 H + e + anti- + 0.782 MeV
+
3. Fusion and upward migration of H
4 11H+ + 2 e-  24He++ + 2  + 27 MeV
+
4. Escape of excess H in the solar wind
3 x 1043 11H+  depart annually in the solar wind
Detection of inverse decay induced by low-energy (E < 0.782 MeV), antineutrinos coming
from the Sun (e.g., the production of 87-day 35S in the Homestake Mine [14] or in underground
salt deposits by capture of anti-neutrinos on 35Cl) would confirm the second step of this process.
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